The paper describes a few ways in which the concept of a Coxeter group (in its most ubiquitous manifestation, the symmetric group) emerges in the theory of ordinary matroids:
Introduction
Combinatorics studies structures on a finite set; many of the most interesting of these arise from elimination of continuous parameters in problems from other mathematical disciplines.
Matroid is a combinatorial concept which arises from the elimination of continuous parameters from one of the most fundamental notions of mathematics: that of linear dependence of vectors.
Indeed, let E be a finite set of vectors in a vector space R n . Vectors α 1 , . . . , α k are linearly dependent if there exist real numbers c 1 , . . . , c k , not all of zero, such that c 1 α 1 +· · ·+c k α k = 0. In this context, the coefficients c 1 , . . . , c k are continuous parameters; what properties of the set E remain after we decide never to mention them? The solution was suggested by Hassler Whitney in 1936 [30] . He noticed that the set of linearly independent subsets of E has some very distinctive properties. In particular, if B is the set of maximal linearly independent subsets of E, then, by a well known result from linear algebra, it satisfies the following Exchange Property:
For all A, B ∈ B and a ∈ A \ B there exists b ∈ B \ A, such that (A \ {a}) ∪ {b} lies in B.
Whitney introduced the term matroid for a finite structure consisting of a set E with a distinguished collection B of subsets (called bases) satisfying the Exchange Property.
The aim of these notes is to look again at the fundamentals of the classical concept of matroid. Indeed, let us make a step further: the most fundamental structure on a finite set-even in the absence of any other structures-is provided by its symmetric group acting on it. The symmetric group already lurks between the lines of the Exchange Property in the form of transpositions (a, b) responsible for the exchange of elements. We take this observation as the starting point and outline an approach to the theory of matroids in terms of the symmetric groups. As we shall soon see, one of its advantages is that it exposes the hidden symmetries of matroids. Moreover, our approach opens up directions of further generalisation.
Indeed, the symmetric group Sym n is the simplest example of a finite Coxeter group (or, equivalently, a finite reflection group). It can be interpreted geometrically as the group of symmetries of the regular (n − 1)-dimensional simplex in R n with the vertices (1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1).
We can replace the symmetric group with the group of symmetries of another Platonic solid in R n , the n-cube [−1, 1] n . (This group is called the hyperoctahedral group.) Then we get a very natural generalisation of matroids, called symplectic matroids. We will usually refer to matroids as ordinary matroids, to distinguish them from the more general symplectic matroids and from even more general Coxeter matroids. Some special classes of symplectic matroids have been already studied under the names ∆-matroids, metroids [20] , symmetric matroids [17] , or 2-matroids [19] . Symplectic matroids are related to the geometry of vector spaces endowed with bilinear forms, although in a more intricate way than ordinary matroids to ordinary vector spaces.
Furthermore, Sym n is naturally embedded in the group of symmetries of the n-cube because we can make Sym n permute the coordinate axes without changing their orientation; this action obviously preserves the n-cube [− 1, 1] n . Thus ordinary matroids can be also understood as symplectic matroids, the latter becoming the most natural generalisations of the former.
However, the scope of the paper does not allow us to discuss in much detail the rich and structured theory of symplectic matroids; the interested reader may wish to consult [12] or [6] . Instead, we prefer to concentrate on demonstrating how naturally the language of Coxeter groups arises in the classical matroid theory. In particular, it helps to view matroids as special cases of more general combinatorial structures, Coxeter matroids. The latter were introduced by Gelfand and Serganova [23] ; they are related to finite Coxeter groups in the same way as classical matroids are to the symmetric group.
One of the important tools of the theory is geometric interpretation of matroids-ordinary, symplectic, Coxeter-as convex polytopes with certain symmetry properties; this interpretation is provided by the Gelfand-Serganova theorem. This leads to a surprisingly simple cryptomorphic (equivalent but not obviously so) definition of a Coxeter matroid.
Let ∆ be a convex polytope. For every edge of ∆, take the hyperplane that cuts the edge in its midpoint and is perpendicular to the edge and imagine this hyperplane being a semitransparent mirror. Now mirrors multiply by reflecting in other mirrors, as in a kaleidoscope. If we end up with only finitely many mirrors, we call ∆ a Coxeter matroid polytope, which, in view of the Gelfand-Serganova interpretation, is equivalent to a Coxeter matroid.
Essentially, Coxeter matroids are n-dimensional kaleidoscopes which generate only finitely many mirror images. Rarely does a mathematical theory come to a more intuitive re-interpretation of its basic concept.
In the final section we return to the basics and look at the underlying combinatorics of the Gaussian elimination procedure. This classical routine involves permutation of rows of a matrix. The rules these permutations obey are extremely simple; when axiomatised in group-theoretic terms, they become what are known as axioms for a BN -pair (or a Tits system) and very quickly lead to Coxeter groups (and Coxeter matroids) appearing on the scene.
Every BN -pair has an associated geometric object, called a building. In its most compact axiomatisation, it is a set with a 'distance' function which takes values in a Coxeter group W . Buildings provide a natural way to represent Coxeter matroids. Indeed, the classical representation of matroids in vector spaces turns out to be a special case of representation in buildings. For symmetric groups, a weaker notion of W -distance arises in semimodular lattices as the Jordan-Hölder permutation which measures combinatorial distance between two maximal chains. Every matroid turns out to be representable in an appropriate semimodular lattice, thus eliminating continuous parameters from the concept of representation of matroid.
We freely use in the text some basic concepts and facts related to matroids, they all can be found in the standard reference books [25, 28, 29] ; see also the survey paper [26] . We also refer to some standard facts about root systems and Coxeter groups [24] . All proofs are omitted; the interested reader can find the detailed exposition of the theory in the forthcoming book [6] . Most unattributed theorems in the paper are either classical results or belong to A.V. Borovik, I.M. Gelfand and N. White.
Matroids and Flag Matroids

Maximality Property
The intimate connection between matroids and the symmetric group Sym n can be seen most clearly in the Maximality Property, which is really just a reformulation of the well-known characterisation of matroids in terms of the Greedy Algorithm. It says, briefly, that for every linear ordering of the set of elements of the matroid, there is a unique maximal basis. But linear orderings of a finite set can be interpreted as its permutations. This brings the symmetric group into a pivotal role in matroid theory.
Amazingly, a definition of matroid in terms of orderings was anticipated by Boruvka [16] before the invention of matroids. It was given by Gale [21] as a solution of the problem of optimal assignment in applied combinatorics, and then later but independently introduced, in a wider context, by Gelfand and Serganova [23] . We shall see that it naturally leads to the Bruhat ordering on Sym n viewed as a Coxeter group.
Let P n,k be the collection of all k-element subsets in [n] (where, as is usual, [n] = {1, . . . , n}). For A, B ∈ P n,k , where
we set A B if and only if i 1 j 1 , . . . , i k j k .
Let W = Sym n be the group of all permutations of [n]. Then we can associate an ordering of P n,k with each w ∈ W by putting
We call w the Gale ordering on P n,k induced by w. For brevity, we write i w j instead of { i } w { j } and say that i precedes j in w. This term has a very natural interpretation: i w j if and only if i precedes j in the bottom row of the standard two-rowed notation for permutations:
Thus, the permutation w can be interpreted as the reordering
The starting point of our approach to matroids is the following theorem, which allows us to define matroids in terms of orderings. Theorem 1.1 (Gale [21] ) Let B ⊆ P n,k . Then B is (the collection of bases of ) a matroid if and only if B satisfies the following Maximality Property:
for every w ∈ Sym n the collection B contains a unique member A ∈ B maximal in B with respect to w ; that is, B w A for all B ∈ B.
We call A the w-maximal basis in B.
What does this definition mean in terms of Coxeter groups?
Probably it is time to open the cards and reinterpret Theorem 1.1 in terms of Coxeter groups.
Recall that a Coxeter group is a group W with a finite set of generators S, subject to the following relations: s 2 = 1 for all s ∈ S and, for every pair s, r ∈ S, a relation (sr) msr = 1 for some positive integer m sr which depends on s and r. Note that m sr = m rs and m sr is not necessarily finite. The set S is called the set of distinguished generators for W . In this paper, we consider only finite Coxeter groups (although much of the theory works in the infinite case as well).
Let w ∈ W . An expression w = s 1 · · · s l of the minimal possible length is called a reduced expression for w. The Bruhat order on W is defined as follows. Let u, v ∈ W . Then u v if and only u can be obtained by deleting some generators s i from a reduced expression v = s 1 · · · s k for v.
Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup of W , i.e. P = R for some subset R ⊂ S. It can be shown that every coset wP of P contains a maximal, with respect to the Bruhat ordering, element max wP . We define the Bruhat order on the factor set W P = W/P by setting uP vP if max uP max wP . It can be shown that this is equivalent to the condition that u v for some (or any) representatives u ∈ uP and v ∈ vP .
For w ∈ W , we introduce the w-shifted order w by setting uP w vP if and only if w −1 · uP w −1 · vP . Now a Coxeter matroid for W and P is a subset B ⊆ W P which satisfies the Maximality Property:
for any w ∈ W , there is a unique A ∈ B such that, for all B ∈ B,
The elements of a Coxeter matroid B are called bases. It is well-known that the symmetric group W = Sym n is a Coxeter group (called Coxeter group of type A n−1 ) with transpositions
as generators, and with relations
Now consider the maximal parabolic subgroup
Obviously, P is the stabilizer of the k-set {1, 2, . . . , k}, and the collection P n,k of k-subsets in [n] can be identified with the factor set W P = W/P . In this identification, it can be shown that the Gale order of P n,k coincides with the Bruhat order on W P , and matroids of rank k on [n] are exactly Coxeter matroids for W = Sym n and the maximal parabolic subgroup P .
Flag matroids
Theorem 1.1 translates the definition of matroid into the algebraic language of permutations and orderings. Before moving to arbitrary Coxeter groups, let us stay for a while with the symmetric group Sym n .
Even there we already have a natural generalisation of matroids. Indeed, when we look at Coxeter matroids for Sym n and a non-maximal parabolic subgroup, we come to the concept of flag matroid which happens to be cryptomorphically equivalent to that of matroid quotient.
Flag matroids can be easily defined in more elementary terms of Gale order and maximality property, and that is what we shall do now.
Flags.
A flag F is a strictly increasing sequence for every w ∈ Sym n the collection F contains a unique element maximal in F with respect to the ordering w .
For any collection F of flags, we call the collection of ith constituents F i for F ∈ F the i-th constituent of F. It follows immediately from this definition of flag matroid that the i-th constituent of a flag matroid F is a matroid B i of rank k i , called the ith constituent matroid of F.
Notice that every matroid is a flag matroid and that P n,k = F k n .
Matroid quotients.
Let M and M be matroids on the same set [n].
One says that M is a quotient of M if every circuit of M is a union of circuits of M . (Recall that a circuit is a minimal subset not belonging to any basis of the matroid.) An equivalent statement found in some texts is that the identity map on [n] is a strong map from M to M (cf. [28] ).
, we say that these matroids are concordant if for every i = j, either M i is a quotient of M j or vice-versa. Notice that this implies that the matroids have distinct ranks and that M i is a quotient of M j precisely when rank M i < rank M j . A collection of flag matroids of various ranks is called concordant if the collection of all their (distinct) constituent matroids is concordant.
We can now state the main theorem characterizing flag matroids; it translates the concept of flag matroids into the more traditional language of matroid theory. 
Matroid polytopes
Finite Coxeter groups are finite reflection groups; the underlying geometric structures are extremely important for the theory of Coxeter groups, and, as we shall soon see, also shape the theory of Coxeter matroids. The root system associated with the symmetric group (called the root system of type A n−1 ) is probably the most important geometric object of matroid theory.
Roots and reflections.
The root system Φ of type A n−1 can be introduced ad hoc as the system of vectors (called roots) in V = R n of the form i − j , i = j, where 1 , . . . , n is the standard orthonormal basis of V . The group W = Sym n acts on V in the natural way by permuting n vectors 1 , . . . , n , which, obviously, induces the action of W on Φ. This action preserves the standard scalar product associated with the orthonormal basis 1 , . . . , n . Therefore W acts on V by orthogonal transformations.
The natural correspondence between transpositions r = (ij) in W and pairs of opposite roots ±( i − j ) has a deep meaning. In its action on V the transposition r acts as the reflection in the mirror of symmetry perpendicular to the root ρ = i − j . It means that r inverts ρ (rρ = −ρ), and fixes every point in the hyperplane x i = x j perpendicular to ρ. It can be easily seen that every reflection in W is a transposition.
Polytopes associated with flag matroids
If A = { a 1 , . . . , a k } is a subset in [n], we denote
and, for a flag F = (F 1 , . . . , F m ), we denote by δ F the point δ F 1 + · · · + δ Fm . This defines the map δ : F
With any set F of flags in [n] of the given rank (k 1 , . . . , k m ) we associate a polytope ∆ F , the convex hull of points in δ(F). Notice that all points in δ(F k 1 ···km n ) are vertices of the convex hull of δ(F k 1 ···km n ). Therefore the set δ(F) is exactly the set of vertices of ∆ F .
We say that a polytope ∆ in the real vector space V = R n is a matroid polytope if ∆ is convex, its edges are all parallel to the roots in Φ, and there exists a point equidistant from all of its vertices. (1) F is a flag matroid.
(2) ∆ F is a matroid polytope.
We call ∆ F the canonical flag matroid polytope of F. Example. We can represent a flag matroid polytope in the projective space associated with R n by labeling the vertices of an (n − 1)-dimensional simplex with the elements of [n] . In this representation, the roots of Sym n are parallel to edges of the simplex. A k-element subset A corresponds to a (k − 1)-dimensional face of the simplex, and we represent δ A by the barycentre p A of that face. For a flag F , we represent δ F by the barycentre of the simplex which is the convex hull of all the p A for A running over the constituents of F . For example, Figure 1 shows the polytope for the flag matroid on [4] with constituent matroids {2, 3, 4}, {12, 13, 14, 23, 24} and {123, 124}, which are shown in Figure 2 . We use the convention that, for example, 312 denotes the flag with constituents {3}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}. The vertex 312 in Figure 1 is the barycentre of the simplex with the vertices 3, 13 (the barycentre of the edge of the tetrahedron connecting the vertices 1 and 3), and 123 (the barycentre of the facet of the tetrahedron with the vertices 1, 2 and 3).
The condition that the polytope is a matroid polytope is easily checked for the polytopes in Figures 1 and 2 : one merely has to notice that each edge of the polytope is parallel to some edge of the tetrahedron. The existence of a point equidistant from all vertices of the polytope follows immediately from the construction of the polytope since the bases all have the same rank.
Minkowski sums
Now we explain how a flag matroid polytope is related to the polytopes of its constituents.
Let ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 be convex polytopes. Their Minkowski sum is defined as
Let F 1 and F 2 be two concordant flag matroids. Then, by Theorem 1.2, the collection of all of their constituents forms a flag matroid, which we will denote F 1 ∨ F 2 . We will call F 1 and F 2 rank disjoint if no two constituents from them have the same rank. • If M 1 , . . . , M m are concordant, let F is the flag matroid formed by them and ∆ the canonical flag matroid polytope. Then ∆ = ∆ 1 + · · · + ∆ m .
• Assume that ∆ 1 + · · · + ∆ m has all of its vertices equidistant from the origin O (and therefore is a matroid polytope). 
Flag matroids as Coxeter matroids
To every permutation w we assign the flag
This correspondence is obviously W -equivariant in the following sense: if F is the flag corresponding to the permutation w, then, for all u ∈ W , the flag uF corresponds to uw.
The following description of the Bruhat ordering on Sym n is classical. It relates the Bruhat order on Sym n with the Gale order on F 12···n n ; both orderings are denoted by the same symbol . A notion equivalent to Coxeter matroid is that of a matroid map
defined by the property that µ satisfies the matroid inequality
If M ⊆ W P is a Coxeter matroid, the map
is obviously a matroid map. Conversely, it is easy to see that the image M = µ[W ] of a matroid map µ : W → W P satisfies the Maximality Property and thus is a Coxeter matroid for W and P .
Henceforth we will often refer to a matroid map simply as a matroid. From context it should always be clear whether a matroid map or its image is meant.
Matroid maps provide a very efficient way to formulate and prove results related to flag matroids.
For example, let F 1 and F 2 be two flag matroids and µ i : W → W P i corresponding matroid maps. Then one can show that the concordancy condition is just the requirement that the intersection of the cosets µ 1 (w) ∩ µ 2 (w) is non-empty for all w ∈ W . Elementary group theory shows that in that case µ 1 (w) ∩ µ 2 (w) is a coset of the parabolic subgroup P 1 ∩ P 2 . Moreover, the matroid map for
If µ and ν are two concordant Coxeter matroids, we denote the Coxeter matroid
Given a Coxeter matroid µ for the Coxeter group W and parabolic subgroup P , one can consider a matroid map u(µ) : W → W defined by
It is a matroid map; we call it the underlying flag matroid map of µ and its
The original matroid map µ : W −→ W P can be found as
If µ : W −→ W P is a matroid map and Q is a parabolic subgroup in W , then the map
is a Coxeter matroid for W and Q. If µ : W −→ W P , is a matroid map and P 1 , . . . , P k are maximal parabolic subgroups in W such that P = P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P k then the matroids µ P 1 , . . . , µ P k are pairwise concordant and
This generalises, to arbitrary Coxeter matroids, the way in which a flag matroid is built of constituent matroids. Essentially, these simple observations mean that we can restrict our attention to matroid maps µ : W → W ; they are called W -matroids.
For an (ordinary) matroid B of rank k on [n], the underlying flag matroid is formed by all truncations and all Higgs' lifts of B. Here, if m rank (B), the truncation of B to rank m is the matroid whose bases are all independent sets of cardinality m (recall that an independent set is a subset of a basis). Every truncation of a matroid B is a quotient of B, as is easily verified. Similarly, if m > k, the Higgs' lift of B to rank m is the matroid whose bases are all sets of cardinality m which contain a basis of B.
Our experience shows that, instead of looking at individual matroids, it might be useful to work with maximal chains of matroids on [n] with respect to the quotient relations, since these chains correspond to matroids maps on Sym n . The set of all maximal chains of matroids has a natural structure of simplicial complex. The latter has many nice properties [7] ; for example, it is shellable. The proofs in [7] show how useful is the language of Coxeter matroids even in the classical context of ordinary matroids.
From polytopes to flats
Adjacency of vertices in matroid polytopes encodes some crucial information about matroids. Here we give only two examples.
We say that two bases of a matroid are adjacent if they are related by a transposition, i.e., by an elementary exchange. The following theorem is a refinement of the Gelfand-Serganova Theorem 1.4. Even more interesting is the case of flag matroids. As the following result shows, the adjacency of vertices in a certain flag matroid polytope associated with a matroid encodes the information about the flats of the matroid. Recall that flats of a matroid are combinatorial analogues of vector subspaces in a vector space and are defined as follows. Let B be a matroid on a set [n]; the rank rk(X) of a subset X ⊆ [n] is the maximum of cardinalities of independent subsets of X. A flat of rank k is a maximal (with respect to inclusion) set of rank k. It is well known that flats of a matroid form a semimodular lattice (see Section 2.1 for dicussion of lattices), and one can easily see that every maximal chain of flats is spanned by an ordered basis. Therefore every flat of the matroid B is represented by at least one vertex of ∆ F . Theorem 1.9 associates with ∆ F another combinatorial object: the set C of all maximal chains of flats of B. The next section will show that the latter is interesting on its own. For the purpose of this paper, the most important aspect of C is that its properties are controlled by the symmetric group Sym k , k = rank(B)-we shall see that in Section 2.
However, before moving to semimodular lattices, it would be useful to briefly review the concept of matroid representation.
Representable flag matroids
Let E be a vector configuration, that is, a family E = { e i } i∈I of vectors in a finite-dimensional vector space V . Notice that this allows for repeated elements in E: it might happen that e i = e j although i = j. It is well known that the collection of all maximal subsets J ⊆ I such that the vectors e j , j ∈ J are linearly independent is a matroid on I. Abusing notation, we shall identify the sets E and I (thus allowing repeated elements in E).
If E is a family of n vectors (possibly repeating) in a k-dimensional vector space V over the field K, then by expanding these vectors in terms of a basis of V , we can represent E as the set of columns of a k × n matrix A.
Consider now the action of elementary row operations on A. Obviously, they preserve the matroid on E. Thus the row-space U of A determines the equivalence class (with respect to elementary row operations) of representations of the matroid M .
It is important to remember, however, that in this definition we use some coordinate system of V , or, equivalently, a basis b 1 , . . . , b n in V . Therefore a representation of a matroid of rank k on n letters is made of the following ingredients: a vector space of dimension n with a fixed basis and a subspace of dimension k.
This approach allows us to define the notion of representation of a flag matroid. Indeed, let A flag matroid arising from a flag of subspaces in this manner is called a representable flag matroid. In the next section we shall see that representation of a flag matroid is a combinatorial concept in the sense that the only structure needed is the semimodular lattice formed by subspaces of the vector space V . Interestingly, the Coxeter group structure on the symmetric group plays the crucial role in this construction.
Matroids and Semimodular Lattices
In this section, we continue the process of explaining the intimate connection between matroids and the symmetric group, by first switching to semimodular lattices and seeing how they are related to the symmetric group.
The crucial concept of this section is that of Jordan-Hölder permutation. Its meaning can best be seen in the context of group theory. Let G be a group. A subgroup H G is subnormal if there exist a chain of subgroups 
is another composition series of G then n = m and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the composition factors of the two series such that the corresponding factors are isomorphic. It is natural to call the permutation
a Jordan-Hölder permutation. The analysis of the proof of the Jordan-Hölder Theorem shows that there is a combinatorial way to construct the 'canonical' Jordan-Hölder permutation. In fact, the partially ordered set of subnormal subgroups of a finite group is a semimodular lattice; the Jordan-Hölder permutation can be defined for any two maximal chains in a semimodular lattice and used as a measure of 'distance' between the maximal chains.
Semimodular lattices
We recall some standard definitions concerning partially ordered sets. Let be a partial ordering of the set X. We set x < y if x y and x = y. An element x covers element y if y < x and if y z x implies that either z = y or z = x. If X has a minimum element 0, then an atom is an element which covers 0. A chain is a totally ordered subset x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x k , and the length of this chain is k. If X has the minimum element 0, then the height h(x) is the maximum of lengths of chains 0 < x 1 < · · · < x k = x between 0 and x. The height of X is the maximum of heights of its elements.
A partially ordered set X satisfies the Jordan-Hölder condition if, given any two elements x < y in X, all maximal chains between x and y have the same length.
A lattice is a partially ordered set L such that L contains, with any two elements x and y, a unique least upper bound x ∨ y and greatest lower bound x ∧ y. The elements x ∨ y and x ∧ y are also called, respectively, the join and meet of x and y. If L has no infinite chains, it must have minimum element 0 and maximum element 1. In this paper, all lattices are assumed to have finite height. A lattice L is semimodular if and only if it satisfies the Jordan-Hölder condition and its height function satisfies the semimodular inequality
for all x, y ∈ L.
Jordan-Hölder permutation
As we shall soon see, semimodular lattices are intimately linked to symmetric groups. For now, we will show that for any two maximal chains in a semimodular lattice, we can assign a 'distance' between them which is a permutation. This distance function provides the representation of flag matroids in semimodular lattices.
Let L be a semimodular lattice of height n and C the set of maximal chains in L. Let
be two maximal chains in C. We define a map
by the following formula: 
Independent sets and bases
We say that a set of atoms A = { a 1 , . . . , a k } is independent if
is a maximal chain in L; we say that the chain is spanned by the (ordered) basis b 1 , . . . , b n .
A geometric lattice is a semimodular lattice of finite height in which every element is a join of atoms. It can be easily shown that a semimodular lattice of finite height is geometric if and only if every maximal chain is spanned by some ordered basis. Another well-known observation is that the lattice of flats of a matroid is geometric. 
Representation of flag matroids
Let L be a semimodular lattice and B = {b 1 , . . . , b n } a basis in L. For a permutation w ∈ Sym n , we denote by α(w) the maximal chain
Theorem 2.2 In this notation, let x = { 0 < x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n = 1 } be a maximal chain in L. The map
is a matroid map.
Now the representation of a matroid can also be explained in terms of the Jordan-Hölder permutation on semimodular lattices. Indeed, if y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } is another flag in L with y k = x k then the flag matroids on [n] corresponding to the matroids maps µ x and µ y have the same rank k constituent M k . Therefore we can say that the element x k of height k in the semimodular lattice L of height n represents the matroid
When L is the lattice of vector subspaces of a vector space V of dimension n over a field K, our definition of representation coincides with the traditional one, in terms of vector configurations.
We started the paper with a philosophical comment on the elimination of continuous parameters being an important source of combinatorial objects. Now we see how one can eliminate continuous parameters from the concept of matroid representation.
In this new and wider interpretation of matroid representation, every matroid becomes representable. Theorem 2.3 Let F be a complete flag matroid on [n]. Then there exists a geometric lattice L of rank n and a maximal chain x = {x 0 < · · · < x n } in L such that F is the flag matroid associated with x and some basis B of L.
Coxeter Matroids
It is time to return to the general theory of Coxeter matroids for an arbitrary finite Coxeter group. The keystone to the whole theory is the GelfandSerganova Theorem, which interprets Coxeter matroids as Coxeter matroid polytopes (Theorem 3.1). As will shall soon show (Theorem 3.3), the latter can be defined in a very elementary way:
Let ∆ be a convex polytope. For every edge [α, β] of ∆, take the hyperplane H αβ that cuts the segment [α, β] in its midpoint and is perpendicular to [α, β]. Let W be the group generated by the reflections in all such hyperplanes. Then W is a finite group if and only if ∆ is a Coxeter matroid polytope.
The 'kaleidoscope' version of this definition, as given in the introduction, is a simple geometric observation: the system of mirrors { H αβ } forms a kaleidoscope with finitely many reflections if and only if the group W is finite.
It is a classical result of the theory of reflection groups that W , being a finite reflection group (that is, a finite group generated by reflections), is a Coxeter group.
The converse is also true: every finite Coxeter group W has a finite dimensional representation by orthogonal transformations in which the images of the distinguished generators s 1 , . . . , s n are reflections. Therefore we can work in the standard setting for finite reflection groups: W is a finite reflection group acting in the Euclidean space V with a W -invariant scalar product ( , ), Φ is its root system, Σ is the mirror system associated with Φ (the set of hyperplanes perpendicular to roots in Φ). Now let Π = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n } be the simple root system corresponding to the system of standard generators s 1 , . . . , s n of W . Let J = ∅ be a subset of [n] and
the corresponding parabolic subgroup in W . We wish to represent the factor set W P = W/P by points in V . For that purpose, we have to find a point ω ∈ V such that its isotropy group C W (ω) = {w ∈ W | wω = ω} is P . The choice of ω is, of course, not unique; one of the possibilities is defined by the system of inequalities
Notice that this is possible since { ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n } is a basis of V .
Therefore we can define a mapping
that sends wP to wω. We denote δ(A) by δ A for all A ∈ W P . The mapping δ identifies the factor set W P with the orbit W · ω.
The Gelfand-Serganova Theorem
With any subset M ⊆ W P we associate a polytope ∆ M , the convex hull of points in δ(M). Notice that, since the group W acts transitively on the set W · ω, all points in W · ω are vertices of the convex hull of W · ω. Therefore the set δ(M) is exactly the set of vertices of ∆ M . Theorem 3.1 (I.M. Gelfand and V.V. Serganova [23] ) Let W be a finite Coxeter group, Φ its root system with mirror system Σ, P a parabolic subgroup in W , M a subset in W P , and ∆ = ∆ M the polytope associated with M.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is a Coxeter matroid.
(2) Every edge of ∆ is parallel to a root in Φ.
(3) Every edge of ∆ is perpendicular to one of the mirrors in Σ.
Theorem 3.1 can be restated in the following form.
Theorem 3.2 A subset M ⊆ W P is a Coxeter matroid if and only if, for any pair of adjacent vertices δ A and δ B of ∆ M , there is a reflection s ∈ W such that sδ A = δ B (and also sδ B = δ A , sB = A and sA = B).
Coxeter matroids and polytopes
Now we wish to offer a very elementary approach to Coxeter matroids. Let ∆ be a convex polytope in the real affine Euclidean space A n . For any two vertices α and β of ∆ which are adjacent (i.e. connected by an edge) we can consider the reflection s αβ in the mirror of symmetry of the edge [α, β]. All these reflections generate a group W (∆) of affine isometries of the space A n . We say that ∆ is a (Coxeter) matroid polytope if the group W (∆) is finite. Examples of matroid polytopes are abundant. Obviously, Platonic solids (as well as most regular and semi-regular polytopes) are matroid polytopes. It immediately follows from Theorem 3.2 that polytopes associated with Coxeter matroids are Coxeter matroid polytopes. In particular, the matroid polytopes from ordinary matroid theory are Coxeter matroid polytopes, which justifies the use of this terminology.
If ∆ is a matroid polytope, the group W = W (∆) will be called the exchange group of ∆. Being a finite group, W fixes the barycentre of each of its (finite) orbits, so we can assume without loss of generality that W fixes the origin O of the vector space R n and hence is a linear group. Moreover it is a finite reflection group and hence a Coxeter group. By definition of W all vertices of ∆ belong to one W -orbit. Choose a vertex δ of ∆. Then the isotropy group P of δ is a standard parabolic subgroup of W , i.e. is generated by some elements r i .
We find ourselves in the precise setting of our construction of polytopes associated with Coxeter matroids. Therefore the set of vertices of ∆ can be identified with some subset M of the factor set W P . Now the following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.3
If ∆ is a matroid polytope, then M is a Coxeter matroid for W (∆) and P .
Exchange groups of Coxeter matroids
Now return to Theorem 3.1 and our construction of a matroid polytope ∆ for a Coxeter matroid M ⊆ W P . We had some freedom in choosing the point ω. However, it can be shown that the combinatorial type of ∆ and the exchange group W (∆) of ∆ do not depend on choice of the point ω. Notice, however, that the exchange group W (∆) does not necessary coincide with the Coxeter group W we started with.
For example, consider a matroid of rank 2 on [4] given by the collection of its bases B = { 12, 14, 23, 34 }. The corresponding Coxeter group A 3 = Sym 4 acts, in its reflection representation, as the group of symmetries of the regular tetrahedron in R 3 . Using the representation of the polytope from Section 1, a basis { i, j } in B is represented by the midpoint of the edge ij. Again up to affine transformation, the basis matroid polytope is just the convex hull of these vertices, as shown on Figure 5 . Obviously W (∆ B ) Z 2 × Z 2 Sym 2 × Sym 2 is the Klein four-group, though originally B, being a matroid of rank 2 on [4] , is a Coxeter matroid for Sym 4 and its parabolic subgroup Sym 2 × Sym 2 . It can be shown that, in general, the exchange group of a matroid on [n] equals the direct product Sym n 1 × · · · × Sym n d for some n i with n 1 + · · · + n d n, where these direct product factors correspond to the non-trivial components of the matroid.
It is significant that the concept of the exchange group of a matroid polytope sheds some light on interactions between different types of Coxeter matroids; we shall see more examples of this interaction in Section 4.
Symplectic Matroids
We have seen how matroids and semimodular lattices are intimately related to the symmetric group. Now we replace the symmetric group by another Coxeter group, namely, BC n , the hyperoctahedral group. The resulting structures are called symplectic matroids, and they are in some sense rather general Coxeter matroids, as they include ordinary matroids as special cases. We are not attempting to develop or even outline the theory of symplectic matroids; the interested reader may find the detailed exposition of the theory in the book [6] . Instead, we only touch on relations between the ordinary and symplectic matroids because they provide further illustration of the fundamental principle that the true nature of a Coxeter matroid is determined by its exchange group. Figure 6 : The hyperoctahedron ('octahedron' in dimension n = 3) or n-cross polytope is the convex hull of the points ± i , i = 1, . . . , n in R n (picture (a)). Obviously the hyperoctahedron is the dual polytope to the unit cube (picture (b)).
4. * where is used to indicate union and remind us the sets are disjoint.
We say that a subset K ⊂ J is admissible if and only if K ∩ K * = ∅. Let W be the group of all permutations of the set J which commute with the involution * , i.e. a permutation w belongs to W if and only if w(i * ) = w(i) * for all i ∈ J. We shall call permutations with this property admissible. The group W is known under the name of the hyperoctahedral group BC n . It is easy to see that W is isomorphic to the group of symmetries of the n-cube [−1, 1] n in the n-dimensional real Euclidean space R n , where J can be thought of as the set of labels of the facets of the n-cube, with i being the opposite facet to i * . Indeed, if 1 , 2 , . . . , n is the standard orthonormal basis in R n , then W acts on R n by the following orthogonal transformations: for i ∈ [n] we set i * = − i and w i = w(i) . It can be easily seen that W is exactly the group of all orthogonal transformations of R n preserving the unit cube [−1, 1] n . The name 'hyperoctahedral' for the group W is justified by the fact that the group of symmetries of the n-cube coincides with the group of symmetries of its dual polytope, whose vertices are the centers of the faces of the cube. The dual polytope for the n-cube is known under the name of n-cross polytope or n-dimensional hyperoctahedron, Figure 6 .
Admissible orderings.
We shall order the set J in the following way:
Now if w ∈ W then we define a new ordering w of the set J by the rule i w j if and only if w −1 i w −1 j.
Orderings of the form w , w ∈ W , are called admissible orderings of J. They can be characterised by the following property:
an ordering ≺ on J is admissible if and only if ≺ is a linear ordering and from i ≺ j it follows that j * ≺ i * .
Notice a natural one-to-one correspondences between admissible permutations of the set J; and admissible orderings of the set J. Indeed, for every admissible permutation w ∈ W we have the admissible ordering w of J. Vice versa, if ≺ is an admissible ordering of J, then the permutation
is admissible and the ordering ≺ coincides with w . Denote by J k the collection of all admissible k-subsets in J, for some k n. If ≺ is an arbitrary ordering on J, it induces the partial ordering (which we denote by the same symbol ≺) on J k : if A, B ∈ J k and
This is the same idea we used in Section 1 to induce a partial order on subsets from an order on individual elements, so we refer to this as the Gale order.
4.1.3 Symplectic matroids. Now let B ⊆ J k be a collection of admissible k-element subsets of the set J. We say that the triple M = (J, * , B) is a symplectic matroid if it satisfies the following Maximality Property:
for every admissible order ≺ on J, the collection B contains a unique maximal element, i.e. a subset A ∈ B such that B ≺ A (in the order on J k induced from ≺), for all B ∈ B.
The collection B is called the collection of bases of the symplectic matroid M , its elements are called bases of M , and the cardinality k of the bases is the rank of M . A Lagrangian matroid is a symplectic matroid of rank n, the maximum possible.
Root systems of type C n and the Gelfand-Serganova Theorem
In order to study symplectic matroid polytopes, we need an ad hoc description of root system Φ of type C n . It consists of the vectors 2 j , j ∈ J (called long roots), together with the vectors j 1 − j 2 , where j 1 , j 2 ∈ J, j 1 = j 2 or j * 2 (called short roots). Written in the standard basis 1 , 2 , . . . , n , the roots take the form ±2 i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, or ± i ± j , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, i = j.
Recall that if r is a non-zero vector in R n then the reflection σ r in the hyperplane perpendicular to r is the linear transformation of R n determined by
where ( , ) is the standard scalar product in R n . It is easy to see that when r is one of the long roots ±2 i , i ∈ [n], then σ r is the linear transformation corresponding to the element s r = (i, i * ) of W in its canonical representation. Analogously, if r = i − j , i, j ∈ J, is a short root, then the reflection σ r corresponds to the admissible permutation s r = (i, j)(i * , j * ). If we now choose in Φ a simple system of roots
then the corresponding reflections
are distinguished generators of W as a Coxeter group. If
is the maximal parabolic subgroup generated by all s i with the exception of s k then, obviously, P k is the stabiliser in W of the admissible subset [k] . Therefore the collection J k of all admissible k-subsets can be identified with the factor space W/P k and, as the reader already expects, the symplectic matroids on [n] [n] * are exactly Coxeter matroids for the hyperoctahedral group W and maximal parabolic subgroup P k .
The special case of the Gelfand-Serganova Theorem for symplectic matroids is formulated in the most natural way.
For an admissible set A ∈ J k define the point δ A ∈ R n as
Theorem 4.1 Let B ⊆ J k be a collection of admissible k-sets in J. Let ∆ be the convex hull of the points δ A with A ∈ B. Then δ A are vertices of ∆ for all A ∈ B. Moreover, B is the collection of bases of a symplectic matroid on J if and only if all edges (i.e. 1-dimensional faces) of ∆ are parallel to roots in Φ.
Representable symplectic matroids
Symplectic matroids arise naturally from symplectic geometry, in much the same way that ordinary matroids arise from projective geometry.
Isotropic subspaces.
We begin with a standard symplectic space, which is a vector space V over K with a basis E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n , e 1 * , e 2 * , . . . , e n * } and which is endowed with an anti-symmetric bilinear form (., .) such that (e i , e j ) = 0 for all i, j ∈ J, i = j * , and (e i , e i * ) = 1 = −(e i * , e i ) for i ∈ [n]. An isotropic subspace of V is a subspace U such that (u, v) = 0 for all u, v ∈ U . Let dim U = k; one can easily see that k n. Now choose a basis {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k } of U , and expand each of these vectors in terms of the basis E:
This represents the isotropic subspace U as the row-space of a k × 2n matrix (A, B), A = (a i,j ), B = (b i,j ), with the columns indexed by J, specifically, the columns of A by [n] and those of B by [n]
* . It is easy to see that a subspace U of the standard symplectic space V is isotropic if and only if U is represented by a matrix (A, B) with AB t symmetric. This property is preserved under elementary row operation on (A, B).
4.3.2
Symplectic matroids from isotropic subspaces. Now, given a k×2n matrix C = (A, B) with columns indexed by J, let us define a collection B ⊆ J k by saying X ∈ B if X is an admissible k-set and the k × k minor formed by taking the columns of C indexed by elements of X is non-zero.
Theorem 4.2 If U is isotropic, then B is the collection of bases of a symplectic matroid.
A symplectic matroid B which arises from a matrix (A, B), with AB t symmetric, is called a representable symplectic matroid, and (A, B) (with its columns indexed by J) is a representation or coordinatisation of it (over the field K). We sometimes refer to this type of representation of a symplectic matroid as a C n -representation to distinguish it from some other types of representations. In particular, the notation C n here is used to distinguish C n from B n as an algebraic group; see [4] for B n -representations and [27] for D n -representations.
Notice, in particular, that if A is an (n × n) symmetric matrix and Id is the (n × n) identity matrix, then the subspace represented by (A, Id) is isotropic. An admissible subset K ⊂ J is a basis of the associated symplectic matroid if and only if the diagonal minor of A formed by rows and columns indexed by
* , we assume that the 'empty' diagonal minor has determinant 1). Of course,
* . Therefore the symplectic matroid associated with (A, Id) encodes the combinatorial properties of the set of non-degenerate diagonal minors of the symmetric matrix A; cf. Bouchet [18] who formulated this observation in terms of ∆-matroids. First we note that AB t = 0 is symmetric. The bases of the symplectic matroid are B = {12 * , 13 * , 1 * 2, 1 * 3, 23 * , 2 * 3}. Figure 7 shows a useful way of representing the corresponding matroid polytope ∆. Label the facets of the n-cube by the symbols in J, with i, i * labeling opposite facets. In the Figure, label 1 is given to the front facet, 1 * to the back facet, 2 to the right facet, etc. In this case, each basis is a 2-element admissible set, which is therefore represented by the barycentre of the edge which is the intersection of the two facets involved. The six bases give the vertices of the polytope shown, which is a regular hexagon. Notice that the edges of ∆ do satisfy the Gelfand-Serganova Theorem, in that they are all parallel to the roots of BC n , which geometrically are parallel to edges of the cube or to diagonals of two-dimensional faces of the n-cube, regardless of what n is. Moreover, the exchange group W (∆) is the symmetry group of the regular hexagon and is isomorphic to 
Homogeneous symplectic matroids
A collection B ⊆ J k is said to be m-homogeneous if |B ∩ [n]| = m for every B ∈ B. In other words, all members of B have the same number of unstarred elements, and consequently also the same number of starred elements. We shall soon see that a homogeneous symplectic matroid is equivalent to a flag of two ordinary matroids. 
Independent-set matroid polytope
Another example of interactions between ordinary and symplectic matroids is provided by the independent-set matroid polytope.
If we are given an ordinary matroid of rank k on [n], then each of its independent sets (including the empty set) may be encoded as a vector of 0s and 1s in R n . We shall call the convex hull of these vectors the independent-set matroid polytope.
Theorem 4.4 The independent-set matroid polytope of an ordinary matroid M is a matroid polytope for a symplectic matroid. Moreover, if M is representable over R, the resulting symplectic matroid is C n -representable over R.
The representability part of this theorem is a slightly disguised classical result of linear algebra, the reader may wish to guess it.
Buildings
We begin this section with a return to basics and look at the underlying combinatorics of the Gaussian elimination procedure. This classical routine involves permutation of rows and columns of a matrix. The rules these permutations obey are extremely simple; when axiomatised in group-theoretic terms, they become what are known as axioms for a BN -pair (or a Tits system) and very quickly lead to Coxeter groups appearing on the scene.
This algebraic approach is combined with the geometric ideas already used in Section 2. For every Coxeter group W , an analogue of the Jordan-Hölder permutation can be introduced, leading to the concept of buildings, the geometric objects introduced by Tits as generalisations of projective spaces. Buildings provide a natural way to represent Coxeter matroids. Indeed, the classical representation of matroids turns out to be a special case of representation in buildings.
Gaussian decomposition
We start our study with some comments on the classical mathematical procedure, Gaussian elimination. We work over an arbitrary field K and consider only non-degenerate m × m matrices g. They form the general linear group GL m (K). For the purpose of our exposition we restrict the Gaussian Elimination to certain elementary row and column transformations: we allow ourselves to subtract a scalar multiple of a row (column) from some later row (column). As soon as we have a nonzero matrix element g ij in the matrix g, we use these transformations to kill all non-zero elements in the ith row to the right of g ij and in the jth column below g ij . It is easy to see that the transformations of rows amount to multiplication of g by a lower unitriangular (i.e., triangular with all diagonal entries equal to 1) matrix t − from the left, and the transformations of columns amount to multiplication of g by an upper unitriangular matrix t + from the right, and that we can proceed in this way until we convert g into a monomial matrix n, that is, a matrix which contains exactly one non-zero element in each row and column. Hence, in matrix notation,
where the matrices u − , u + , n belong to the lower unitriangular group U − , upper unitriangular group U + , and monomial group N , respectively. We call Equation 5.1 a Gaussian decomposition of g.
However, let us work in a slightly more general setting and call any decomposition .2 for g are not uniquely defined by g, the image w of n in the factor group W = N/(B − ∩ N ) = N/(B + ∩ N ) is uniquely determined by the original matrix g. It is easy to see that W is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sym m . Notice that w can be thought of as a coset of B − ∩ N in N , so that the expressions B − w, wB + make sense as products of cosets in G = GL m (K). In this notation, we have the (generalised) Gaussian decomposition of G:
What is the underlying combinatorics of Gaussian decomposition? Let s be a permutation matrix such that multiplication g → sg by s from the left amounts to swapping two adjacent rows in g, then the permutation w in the Gaussian decomposition for sg either coincides with w, or equals sw. This can be immediately seen from comparing the effects of elementary row and column transformations on the matrices g and sg. Hence,
and, since this argument applies to an arbitrary element g ∈ B − wB + ,
This is a nice formula, but we can make it much more symmetric by converting it to a formula which contains only the lower triangular subgroup B = B − . For that purpose, take the permutation matrix w 0 which corresponds to the permutation 1 2
Obviously, w 
and rewrite it as
which becomes, after abbreviating B − as B,
After renaming an arbitrary element ww 0 ∈ W as w, one gets sBwB ⊆ BwB ∪ BswB.
Finally, we rewrite the formula in terms of double cosets:
BsB · BwB ⊆ BwB ∪ BswB.
BN -pairs
The computation above motivates the definition of a BN -pair. BN1. For all w ∈ W and s ∈ S,
The group W is called the Weyl group of the BN -pair, elements in S are standard generators of W .
Notice that the axioms BN0-BN1 are satisfied in G = GL n (K), if we take for B and N the lower triangular and monomial subgroups and for S the set of transpositions S = { (12), (23), . . . , (n − 1, n) } in W = Sym n , where these transpositions are represented by matrices in the usual way. The validity of axiom BN2 in GL n (K) in this setting is obvious. Hence the group GL n (K) provides an example of a group with a BN -pair. It can be shown that group with a BN -pair decomposes as
this decomposition is called Bruhat decomposition.
Coxeter groups.
Coxeter groups (and Coxeter matroids) appear on the scene by virtue of the following classical theorem of Tits.
Theorem 5.1 In a group with a BN -pair, the Weyl group W = N/B ∩ N is a Coxeter group, with S being the set of distinguished generators.
In particular, this means that every s ∈ S has order 2 in W .
W -metric
As we know from Section 2, the Jordan-Hölder permutation measures the 'distance' between two maximal chains in a semimodular lattice. Description of combinatorial properties of BN -pairs requires introduction of similar 'metric' with values in a Coxeter group (the Weyl group of the BN -pair).
5.3.1 W -metrics. Let W be a Coxeter group with a system of standard generators S.
We say that a map π : X × X −→ W is a W -metric on the set X if the following axioms are satisfied.
D1. π(x, y) = 1 if and only if x = y.
D2. π(x, y) = π(y, x) −1 .
D3. If π(x, y) = w and π(y, z) = s for some standard generator s ∈ S, then π(x, z) = w or ws.
A canonical example of a W -metric is provided by the group W itself, with the map
The term isometry, in relation to a W -metric, has the obvious meaning.
5.3.2
Chain complex of a semimodular lattice admits a W -metric. Let L be a semimodular lattice of height n and C the set of maximal chains in L (it is called the chain complex of lattice L).
Denote the standard generators of Sym n as Obviously the Coxeter group W is a building of type W .
Buildings of projective spaces.
A semimodular lattice L of finite height is modular if it satisfies the modular equality
for all x, y ∈ L. A modular lattice is a projective space lattice if, for every pair of elements a < b with h(b) − h(a) = 2, there are at least three distinct elements x in the interval a < x < b. It is easy to see that a projective space lattice is a geometric lattice. The natural group action of G by left multiplication on G/B preserves the W -metric π.
Representing Coxeter matroids in buildings
In Section 2, we saw that any maximal chain in a semimodular lattice with specified basis produced a matroid map. We have the analogous statement for an arbitrary chamber in a building with specified apartment. for all w ∈ W . Then µ x is a W -matroid map.
Thus every chamber determines a matroid map, and we say the resulting W -matroid is represented in the building ∆. Results of Section 2 show that every flag matroid (for A n−1 = Sym n ) represented by a flag of subspaces of a vector space is always represented in a building as well. Indeed, it is easily seen that the matroid map determined by a maximal chain in the modular lattice L of subspaces of a vector space of dimension n is the same as that determined by the same chain when regarded as a chamber in the building (of type A n−1 ) determined by L, provided the apartment specified in the building is that corresponding to the specified basis of L. Although we seen proven that every ordinary flag matroid may be so represented in some semimodular lattice, not all may be so represented in a building. Indeed, it can be shown that modular lattices are the only semimodular lattices whose chain complexes are buildings, and that furthermore, these are all of the buildings of type A n−1 . It follows that representability of an ordinary matroid or flag matroid in a building reduces to representability in a projective space, which for matroids of rank at least 4, is equivalent to classical representability over a division ring.
Schubert cells
If the building ∆ arises from a BN -pair (B, N ) , Coxeter matroids represented in the building can be directly defined in terms of the BN -pair.
Let G be a group with a BN -pair (B, N ) . The image in G/B of a double coset wBw −1 gB with respect to a pair of subgroups wBw −1 and B is called a Schubert cell.
It can be shown that G/B is the disjoint union of Schubert cells with representatives u ∈ W :
In this context, for x ∈ B/G denote by µ x (w) a (unique) element u ∈ W such that x ∈ wBw −1 uB/B. Then µ x : W → W is a W -matroid map; it coincides with the map constructed in Theorem 5.5. Notice again that flag matroids on [n] represented in the n-dimensional vector space K n are exactly the flag matroids represented in the BN -pair of the group GL n (K).
Final comments
The principal aim of the present survey was to show how the concept of a Coxeter group arises, again and again, in the study of matroids.
However, we so far avoided the most important source of motivation for our theory: many interesting examples of Coxeter matroids (and, in particular, all examples of ordinary and symplectic matroids in this paper which are represented by a matrix of some kind) come from torus orbits on flag varieties of semisimple algebraic groups. Theorem 5.6 Let G be a semisimple algebraic group over C, P a parabolic subgroup in G and H < P a maximal torus. Let x be a point on the flag variety G/P and X = Hx the closure of the torus orbit of x. Let h be the Lie algebra of H and ∆ be the convex polytope in the weight vector space h * R canonically associated with X by means of a moment map [23] . Then ∆ is a Coxeter matroid polytope; its exchange group W (∆) is a subgroup of the Weyl group W = N G (H)/H of G.
This theorem explains why different appearances of Coxeter groups in matroid theory are so closely intertwined. Indeed, a closer examination of the theorem reveals that it involves all the ingredients of our theory: convex polytopes, reflection groups, BN -pairs (because if B is a Borel subgroup containing H then the subgroups B and N G (H) form a BN -pair, while the parabolic subgroup P has the form BRB for some parabolic subgroup R of W ). A combinatorial description of the closure Hx of the torus orbit necessitates the use of the Bruhat order because the latter describes the adjacency of Schubert cells: a Schubert cell BuB belongs to the closure of the cell BvB, u, v ∈ W , if and only if u v.
For that reason, our secondary aim was to outline a synthetic approach to matroid theory which makes use of all of the above concepts. It is very elementary, and for good reason: the geometrically intuitive 'kaleidoscope' definition of Coxeter matroids has happened to be the one actually used in Theorem 5.6. We hope that, even at a very elementary level, our approach sheds new light at the classical chapters of matroids theory and opens up a new area of research, symplectic matroids. The latter, because of the natural embeddings of root systems A n−1 < D n < BC n , cover all infinite series of Coxeter matroids and appear to be the most natural generalisations of classical matroids.
